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Abstract
The goal of this thesis is to develop an algorithm to process infrared images and
achieve automatic identification of moving subjects with fever. The identification is
based on two main features: the distinction between the geometry of a human face and
other objects in the field of view of the camera, and the temperature of the radiating
object. Infrared thermography is a remote sensing technique used to measure
temperatures based on emitted infrared radiation. Applications include fever screening
in major public places such as airports and hospitals. Current accepted practice of
screening requires people to stay in a line and temperature measurements are carried
out for one person at a time. However in the case of mass screening of moving people
the accuracy of the measurements is still under investigation.
An algorithm constituting of image processing to threshold objects based on the
temperature, template matching and hypothesis testing is proposed to achieve
automatic identification of fever subjects. The algorithm was first tested on training
data to obtain a threshold value (used to discriminate between face and non face
shapes) corresponding to a false detection rate of 5%, which in turn corresponds to
85% probability of detection using Neyman-Pearson criterion.
By testing the algorithm on several simulated and experimental images (which reflect
relevant scenarios characterizing crowded places) it is observed that it can be
beneficially implemented to introduce automation in the process of detecting moving
subjects with fever.
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CHAPTER 1
1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
Infrared thermography is an imaging technique used for constructing thermal maps of
emitting objects by detecting the infrared radiation emitted from the surface and by
converting it into measurable signal [1]. It has been used in a wide range of applications in
the field of medicine, which includes measurement of human body temperature [2], skin
hemodynamics, hands temperature measurement, brain and neurosurgery and breast cancer
[2]. After the outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003, it has been
widely used for temperature monitoring in major crowded places like health care institutions,
airports, and other private establishments to stop the spread of disease [3].
According to ISO/IEC joint working committee, practice of fever screening using infrared
thermography in major public places is accepted and validated only if the person to be
scrutinized stands still in front of the camera and the camera aims directly at the person‟s face
[4]. This procedure is difficult, time consuming and ultimately not practicable for mass
screening of people in airports and hospitals. The opinion of the committee is that the use of
thermal imaging for screening of transiting people would not produce reliable results and
gave recommendations for further research. Data and publications are needed to substantiate
the validity of the screening technique and reliability of the screening outcome, such as the
effect of the ambient condition on skin temperature (thermal noise).

1.2 Research Problem
Several studies were conducted to improve the accuracy of infrared thermography in fever
screening with respect to temperature measurement precision and automatic face region
recognition. However during mass screening for fever in public places, it is very likely that
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the observation field of the camera will include several radiating objects whose temperatures
are in the range of human fever. This might lead to increase in false alarm rates during
automatic fever screening or when the system is operated by an inexperienced user. It is
important to address this issue in order to improve the reliability and the robustness of the
system with respect to perturbations and various scenarios, and to increase the efficiency (in
terms of subjects scrutinized in a given time interval) of infrared thermography in mass
screening of fever. This thesis focuses on identifying face regions and discriminating those
with fever from other hyperthermic areas within the infrared images.

1.3 Thesis objectives
The main objective of this study is to develop and test an algorithm to address the following
problems:
1. Filtering out objects with temperatures below (37OC) using temperature thresholding
and morphological processing.
2. Discriminate between the face and non face regions in the infrared images using
template matching and hypothesis testing.

1.4 Thesis contributions
The following are the main research contributions of this thesis corresponding to the
objectives above:
1. An algorithm is developed to identify the possible face regions with fever
temperatures in infrared images. The algorithm includes temperature thresholding,
template matching using gradient descent method, and a decision making process
implemented in the framework of Neyman-Pearson hypothesis testing.
2. The algorithm is illustrated by identifying humans with fever in simulated thermal
images, and in experimental images acquired with an infrared camera. False alarm
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and detection frequencies of the proposed algorithm in the case of simulated images
are calculated. The matching between theoretical prediction of false detection rate and
actual frequency of false detections is investigated.

1.5 Organization of the thesis
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the state of the art of infrared thermography and its use in
fever screening, its limitations and previous works.
Chapter 3 includes a brief review of the theoretical foundations of the functioning principles
of infrared cameras and a simulation study to reproduce relevant scenarios for the current
study.
Chapter 4 presents the algorithm for identifying face regions with fever temperature in
infrared images; it includes image processing techniques, template matching and hypothesis
testing in the Neyman-Pearson framework.
Chapter 5 presents results and illustration of the algorithm developed in chapter 4 using
simulated and experimental images.
Chapter 6 summarizes the work.
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CHAPTER 2
2 Background and Literature review
2.1 Thermal imaging system
With the discovery of the infrared radiation by Herschel in the early nineteenth century,
related applications became major technological products. Different ways to measure the
radiations lead to the development of infrared systems [5]. In the late 1950s, Texas
instruments developed single element detectors that scanned scenes and produced line
images. Since then infrared cameras have been extensively used in different applications.

2.1.1 Thermal imaging system theory
All objects with finite absolute temperature emit energy in the form of electromagnetic
radiation, which is distributed with respect to the wavelength or the frequency within the
electromagnetic spectrum [6]. The electromagnetic spectrum can be subdivided into different
regions depending on their wavelength, ranging from ultraviolet, visible, infrared, and
microwave. The Ultraviolet region occupies the wavelength from 0.1-0.4 μm while the
visible region occupies the wavelength from 0.4-0.7 μm, which is the range that can be
detected by the human eye. Bounded by the visible and microwave region is the infrared
region, which occupies the wavelength from approximately 0.7-1000 microns (μm).Since all
heated objects radiate in the infrared range, the terms heat and infrared radiation are often
used interchangeably [6]. Infrared spectrum is in turn divided into five regions: the shortwave
infrared region from 0.7-3 μm, mid wave infrared region from 3-5 μm, long wave infrared
region from 8-14 μm, and the Far/Extreme IR regions from 14-1000 μm [7]. Infrared cameras
used in fever screening work in the range of long wave infrared region [3]. The
corresponding spectral regions are schematized in Figure 2.1[5].
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Figure 2.1: Infrared range and their location in the electromagnetic spectrum. (Reproduced
from [4])

Thermal imaging devices are a combination of optics, detectors and a signal processing unit,
and detect the emitted thermal energy of the target and the background present within the
field of interest. The process of construction of thermal maps by thermal imaging devices can
be summarized as follows [8]:
1. An optical lens collects, spectrally filters and focuses the infrared radiations received
from the field of view onto a multi-element detector array.
2. Incident radiation heats the surface of the detector, which affects a property of the
detector material such as electrical conductivity, which in turn translates into variation
of the output signal.
3. The output signal from the detectors is then sent to a signal processing unit, which
then converts it into data for display.
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4. The data obtained from the signal processing unit is displayed with different colors
depending on the intensity of the infrared emission. Figure 2.2, shows the basic
components of the thermal imaging system.

Figure 2.2: The basic components of the thermal imaging system.

2.1.2 Thermal imaging in fever screening
The outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003 has infected 8437 people
worldwide leading to the death of 813 people. SARS is a highly infectious disease caused by
virus named corona. The cardinal symptom of SARS and other flu‟s is fever which is a
pandemic [9] [10] [11]. Early detection of fever as a result of SARS in crowded places like
airports, hospitals and major public places would prevent it from spreading. Screening of
fever using invasive methods would provide accurate results but it would be very time
consuming and also labour-intensive. Moreover, time constraints in places such as check in
points in airports do not allow for this solution to be implemented. In order to overcome this
problem the ideal device should be fast, non-invasive and also involve minimum labour. This
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suggests the use of infrared thermography [4]. The first infrared fever screening system was
introduced by Singapore‟s defence science and technology agency (DSTA) and Singapore
technologies electronics in 2003, during the outbreak of SARS.

2.2 Human body temperature
Temperature of the blood in the heart and the brain is generally considered as the core or
internal body temperature [12]. Humans regulate and maintain a constant body temperature
by exchanging heat with the environment using a variety of regulatory mechanisms, which
include radiation, conduction, convection and evaporation. Infrared screening systems use the
radiation emitted to estimate the temperature. Human body sites like rectal, oral ear, auxiliary
and skin (in the head and neck region) which are exposed to the outer atmosphere are
considered as proxies for the core body temperatures. Average temperatures for different
body sites of a fever person are: rectal (37.9OC), ear (>38OC), skin (37.7OC) and auxiliary
(38.2OC) [48]. Most of the fever screening procedures available today assumed the facial
regions to be the most representative of the core body temperature, since the facial skin is
thin with blood vessels close to the skin surface [12].

2.3 Types of thermal imaging systems
Thermal imaging systems available today for mass screening of fever are classified into four
different types [13]:
1. Thermal imaging system type one
Type one thermal imaging system is comprised of a thermal imager and a thermal
reference source. This type of systems does not have any temperature indication but a
thermal reference source, which is set at a pre-determined threshold temperature. The
principle of measurement using type one systems is based on sensing the radiance
difference between a person and the temperature reference source. The screened
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person is classified to be having fever or not based on the threshold temperature set in
temperature reference source.
Examples of thermal images taken by type one thermal imaging systems are shown in
Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Thermal images taken by type one thermal imaging systems using a square
shaped temperature reference source, image on the left shows a person with normal
temperature and image on the right is a person with fever [13].
2. Thermal imaging system type two
This type of thermal imaging systems indicates the temperature of selected pixel (or
group of pixels) within the image without using any external temperature reference
system. A threshold value is represented by the set constant temperature [13]. The
user can set a constant colour scale for a desired threshold temperature. This means
that when a person‟s facial skin temperature is above the threshold temperature, the
persons facial image would show the colour which is defined by the user and
produces an alarm signal [13]. Examples of thermal images taken by type two systems
are shown in Figure 2.4a.

3. Thermal imaging system type three
Type three systems are similar to type one except that they have two external
temperature reference sources configured with temperatures several degrees apart,
where type one has only one temperature reference source. Before screening for fever,
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these thermal imaging systems are calibrated with the two reference temperatures.
Regular change in environmental conditions is one of the major disadvantages using
type three thermal imaging system, which may influence the temperature of the
reference sources away from manufacturer‟s specifications and introduce a
measurement error. Examples of thermal images taken by thermal imaging system
type three is shown in Figure 2.4b.

a

b

Figure 2.4: (a) Thermal image of a fever person taken by type two thermal imaging system.
(b) Thermal image of a normal person taken by type three thermal imaging system with two
reference temperatures [13].

4. Thermal imaging system type four
Type four thermal imaging systems operate in a similar way as the type one, except
that a temporal thermometer is used in addition to the thermal imager and temperature
reference source. The temperature indication with this type of system is based on the
temporal thermometer, which measures the temperature of the temporal artery (on the
side of head). By measuring temperatures of both the subject (using temporal
thermometer) and the temperature reference source at the same time, software
packages then determine the difference between the temperatures and notify the
operating personnel of a fever. Example of thermal image taken by type four thermal
imaging systems is shown in Figure 2.5.
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One of the disadvantages using type 4 systems is that they are time consuming, since
they require temperatures measured by temporal thermometer in addition to the
thermal imager.

Figure 2.5: Thermal image of a person taken by type four thermal imaging system with core
body temperature indication [13].

2.4 Process of fever screening

Figure 2.6: Infrared fever screening system setup [12]
Figure 2.6 shows the process of fever screening using thermal imaging system (type one),
which we use further in this thesis. In the process of fever screening often adopted in airports
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and hospitals a stream of people are asked to walk in a predetermined path past the
temperature reference source, while an operator monitors the display, as depicted in Figure
2.6. Thermal imager is pre adjusted such that it focuses only on the face regions and the
temperature reference source. The radiation energy captured by the thermal imager is
continuously processed by the CPU and displayed on the monitor. The processor maps the
temperature into a colour scale [12]. Usually the displayed colours represent the relative
increase of temperature in the following sequence: black, blue, green, yellow, and red. The
operator monitoring the display then decides if the subject needs further scrutiny based on the
percentage and size of the red patches on the face regions.

2.5 Parameters that characterize thermal scanners
There are several parameters that should be considered to ensure accuracy and statistically
significant thermal scanner results [4]. The parameters to be considered include thermal drift,
minimum detectable temperature difference, non uniformity, distance effects, error and
stability of the temperature reading, spatial resolution, different environmental requirements
and subject conditions [4].
Thermal drift
This class of problems is usually faced in type two thermal imagers, where the detector used
in these systems tends to drift over a very short period of time and requires a regular self
correction to compensate for the drift. Drift here is defined as the change in temperature
during the time interval between self-corrections (i.e. variance from the true temperature) [4].
Hence minimizing thermal drift is a primary goal when considering type two scanners [14].
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Figure 2.7: An example of the drift of a thermal imager‟s temperature readings between self
corrections [11].
Minimum detectable temperature difference
The minimum detectable temperature difference is the smallest temperature change that a
thermal imaging system is able to detect and represent by a color change, and it reflects the
sensitivity in terms of the capability of the system to distinguish between two close
temperature values [4]. Thermal imaging systems currently available usually are
characterized by a minimum detectable temperature difference values ranging from 0.08OC –
0.7OC. This can affect the screening process since for example a device characterized by
system with temperature difference of 0.5OC used in fever screening with a threshold
temperature of 37OC, might not detect the fever person with 37.5OC.
Calibration/stability of threshold temperature
The threshold temperature is a reference that is used by the thermal imaging system to
differentiate an elevated temperature from an average temperature. To ensure an accurate
screening the temperature threshold should be consistent throughout the operation [10]. To
determine the stability of the temperature threshold, its location in the target plane must be
considered and also the thermal imagers should be calibrated with respect to the threshold
temperature prior to the screening process.
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All the parameters discussed have a significant affect in the thermal scanning process. By
knowing the type of thermal imaging system and other factors like environmental conditions
and distance between camera and subject, the influence of these parameters can be minimized
to some extent [4].

2.6 Evaluating the effectiveness of infrared thermography in fever
screening
Initial use of infrared thermography for screening of fever resulted in large number of false
detections due to lack of experimental data [11]. Several studies were then conducted to
evaluate the effectiveness of infrared thermography in fever screening [10] [11] [14] [15]. In
particular studies were conducted to find the flowing:


Best threshold temperature (to discriminate between fever and normal person)



Spot in human body at which the skin temperature best correlates with the core body
temperature.

One of the concerns in fever screening is to fix the threshold temperature (to discriminate
between fever and normal person) in the case of type one Thermal imaging systems. This
problem was investigated in [11] where the temperature data obtained under controlled
environmental conditions was analyzed using biostatistics method, regression analysis and
neural network based classification. By setting a threshold temperature of 36.2OC, fever
identification was achieved at an accuracy rate of 96%, with 96% sensitivity and 85.6%
specificity [11]. However, these experiments were conducted by screening for one person at a
time and under controlled environmental conditions.
The location of the best spot in human body at which the skin temperature best correlates
with the core body temperature was studied in [10]. Temperature data obtained from the face
region at different distances from the camera under controlled environmental conditions was
compared with the temperature data obtained using conventional thermometers. It is
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estimated that the infrared thermography readings from the sides of face especially from ear
at 0.5m yielded most reliable, precise and consistent estimates of conventionally determined
body temperatures [10].

2.6.1 Fever screening softwares
As discussed in section (2.4) thermal imaging systems work by assigning pseudo colours to
the objects in the image based on their temperatures [4]. This process is in some cases done
within the camera or may be carried out through an on- or off- line computer [2]. Some of the
infrared cameras available today for fever screening, as for example infrared fever screening
systems, FLIR and Optotherm Thermoscreen usually are equipped with image processing
software [16]. Optotherm Thermoscreen equipped with a software system used in mass fever
screening is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Optotherm Thermoscreen system setup used in mass fever screening. It includes
infrared camera, display and a CPU [17].

Fever screening setup using FLIR A320 is shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: FLIR thermal imaging setup used in mass fever screening [18].

The aforementioned software packages are equipped with the following features:


A predefined threshold temperature can be assigned such that the body temperatures
above are displayed as red patches, as shown in Figure 2.9.



An alarm sound to notify the operator if a temperature limit violation is occurred.



Automatic screening mode with audible comments. (to reduce demand on operators)

These approaches, however, require subjects to be screened to stay in line and temperature
screening to be performed for one person at a time with few seconds of interval under
controlled environmental conditions. In the case of mass screening of moving people there is
a possibility of presence of hyperthermic areas other than faces, implying that the operator
can easily get confused because the location of the human face and its corresponding
temperature is not exactly shown in the images [19]. The violation of the controlled standard
conditions requires additional investigations to assess the applicability of the method and its
robustness with respect to perturbations and departures from ideal conditions.
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2.7 Improving the efficacy of infrared thermography in mass screening of
moving people
Temperature measurement precision and system automation can greatly improve the
effectiveness of infrared thermography in mass screening of moving people [20]. Automation
here is intended as the capability of autonomously locating human faces in infrared images. If
the device can work in an automatic way the effect of the radiating heat sources in fever
screening can be found [20]. The location of human faces in infrared images is considered as
a primary factor to be addressed in order to improve the efficacy of infrared thermography in
mass screening of moving people for severe accurate respiratory syndrome identification.
„Pixel to temperature‟ is the standard process in infrared cameras (i.e. higher the temperature,
the higher is the intensity associated with the pixels). In this case the location of face regions
in the infrared images can be identified using simple image processing techniques such as
temperature thresholding (30-42OC) and morphological processing (a technique used for
extracting desired image components) [21][22][19].
Identifying face regions in infrared images using neural networks and supervised learning is
presented in [23]. Averaged temperature data (pixel values) of the face regions and the shape
factor values are used as input data for the neural networks and supervised classification to
identify the face regions. In another study [24] a multiclass multi feature fuzzy connectedness
and spatial filtering using Gabor and Bessel functions are used to segment the face regions
and to obtain the wavelet coefficients. A priori probability is built based on the coefficients of
different facial regions which were then used for hypothesis testing. Bayesian based
hypothesis testing is used to find the exact face regions [25].
Automatic face recognition in infrared images during fever screening is studied using image
processing algorithms like temperature thresholding [19] and using smart biometrics system
[20]. Two major problems of using infrared camera in fever screening, temperature
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measurement precision and automatic ability are addressed [19] [20]. Support vector machine
and pattern recognition methods are used to detect face regions in infrared images. Face
regions selected manually with a scale ratio of 20 by 20 are used as training vectors for the
support vector machine method [20]. A false negative rate (faces not detected) of 3.73% was
achieved through this method. The experimental conditions of this study did not completely
embody the temperature differentiation between fever and normal faces and the presence of
other hyperthermic.
In this thesis we use a combination of image processing, template matching and hypothesis
testing to detect the face regions with fever temperatures.

2.8 Template matching
Template matching is a technique used in signal processing for finding small parts of an
image that match a template image [26]. It is a very commonly used technique in many fields
such as face detection [27], biophysical data processing [28], and photogrammetric and
remote sensing [29], among others. Two main approaches have been developed: feature and
image based matching.

2.8.1 Image based matching
Image based matching is used when the features in the images are not fully distinguishable or
when the bulk of the template image constitutes the matching image [26]. In this case, a
template is scanned over the test image in a pixel by pixel basis and meanwhile computing
the correlation between them [29]. The template is confirmed to be or to be not a match with
the test image based on the final correlation score. However, due to its computational
complexity, image based matching is not extensively used in face recognition [29].
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2.8.2 Feature based matching
In this case features of the template and test images such as edges or contours are used as the
primary match measuring metrics to find the best matching location of the template in the test
image [47]. While developing an automatic image retrieval system, the system should be
designed in such a way that it is able to search a database of images that contain objects with
similar characteristics specified by the user [30]. One idea developed by Yuille, Cohen and
Hallian [45] was to represent the target object by a deformable template, that is a template
model and a set of admissible geometric deformations that represent the characteristics of a
target based on a priori knowledge [31].

2.9 Deformable templates
Deformable templates are comprised of a prototype and a set of admissible deformations that
map it to an object that reproduce salient characteristics of a target to be matched [32]. The
set of deformations is often described by an affine map. The matching between the template
and the target is measured by a distance function (metric) [33]. Minimization of the distance
function corresponds to the maximum similarity between the template and the test image
[34]. Deformable templates with affine transformations are formally equivalent to deformable
continua modelled within first gradient theory [35]. The advantages of considering
deformable templates for geometric identification of facial regions are [46]:
1. Deformed templates are created with a priori knowledge about the feature in the test
image to be detected.
2. Since they involve only a small number of parameters, deformable templates can be
implemented easily to give a compact description of the feature in test image.

2.10 Summary
The intension of this thesis is to develop an algorithm to achieve automatic identification of
fever subjects. In the process of achieving the goal, several image processing techniques were
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implemented along with template matching process based on gradient descent method and the
Neyman-Pearson criterion based hypothesis testing were used. A real time implementation of
the overall approach is not done in this thesis, however the algorithm was tested on several
simulated and experimental images which represent several relevant scenarios characterizing
crowded places.
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CHAPTER 3
3 Radiometry review and simulation study
This chapter presents a brief review of the theoretical foundations of the functioning
principles of infrared cameras and simulation study to reproduce relevant scenarios for the
current study.

3.1 Radiometric quantities
One of the significant properties of the electromagnetic waves is that they can transport
energy 𝑄 (J) [36]. The energy per unit time 𝑑𝑄/𝑑𝑡 is called radiant flux 𝜑 (W). As we
are concerned mainly in the distribution of power in terms of area or direction for the
radiometric calculations, radiance best describes such quantity. Radiance 𝐿

is the power

per unit area and per unit solid angle 𝑊/𝑚2 𝑠𝑟 [36].

L   , ,   


As cos  s Ωd λ

(3.1)

where

dΩd  dAd cos d / R 2

(3.2)

In equation (3.2) 𝑑𝐴𝑠 , 𝑑𝐴𝑑 are the differential areas of the source and the detector, 𝜃𝑠 and 𝜃𝑑
are angle between the normal and the line connecting both source and the detector. R is the
distance between source and the detector. Figure 3.1 shows the angle between the normal and
the line connecting both surface and the detector and also the distance between them.
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Figure 3.1: Angles and distance between the object and detector (reproduced from [37])

Rearranging equation (3.1) to solve for the radiant flux 𝑑 2 𝜑 we get

d 2 

L cos  s cos  d dAs dAd
R2

(3.3)

Equation (3.3) gives the radiant flux that is leaving the differential surface of area and
reaching differential area of target with angles 𝜃𝑠 and𝜃𝑑 . In order to obtain the flux radiating
from the whole surface area and reaching area of the detector, equation (3.3) is integrated
over the whole range of the source and the detector.



1
R2

  L cos

s

cos  d dAs dAd

(3.4)

As Ad

As shown in equation (3.4) the power received from the source by the detector is proportional
only to 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠 , 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑑 and the square of the distance 𝑅 2 between source and the detector.

3.1.1 Planck’s radiation law
The distribution of emitted energy as a function of wavelength for a given temperature is
described by Planck‟s law [5]. The spectral radiance emitted by a black body per unit surface
and per unit solid angle is given by
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L ,b   , T  

2hc 2
 hc
 5 [exp 
  KT


  1]


(3.5)

where the unit for the blackbody spectral radiance is given by 𝑊/𝑚2 𝑠𝑟 𝜇𝑚 , using the first
and second radiation constants the equation (3.5) can be rewritten as
L ,b   , T  

c1
 c 
 5 [exp  2   1]
 T 

(3.6)

Planck‟s radiation curve for black bodies at different temperatures is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Spectral radiance curve of black body at temperatures 270K (green), 310K (blue)
and 340K (red).
From equation (3.6) it is clear that the object with higher temperatures has high radiance
values. Integrating equation (3.6) over all wavelengths gives the total exitance from a black
body, which is given in equation (3.7)


c1
c
0  5 [exp  2   1]


 T 

Lb  
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(3.7)

Equation (3.7) is the radiance exitance from the black body only and in case of real sources
the above equations must be corrected [5]. The correction factor to be used is the emissivity
(𝜀), which is discussed briefly in the following section.

3.1.2 Emissivity (𝜺)
Emissivity is the property of a surface to emit energy. It is given by ratio of the radiation
emitted by a surface to the radiation emitted by a black body under same conditions of
temperature, direction and spectral band of interest [46]. Because it is a ratio the value of
emissivity can only be within the range of 0.0 to 1.0 [38]. The directional spectral emissivity
of a surface at temperature T, which is emitting in direction (𝜃, 𝜑) is given by [5]

 T ,  ,   

L ( , T ,  ,  )
L ,b ( , T )

(3.8)

In our case we assumed emissivity is dependent only on the temperature and the spectral
exitance curve of the black body is scaled by the emissivity to give the gray body spectral
exitance curve.

L   , T    T  L ,b   , T 

(3.9)

Substituting the black body spectral radiance from equation (3.9) we get



L   , T      , T 
0

c1
c
 5 [exp  2
 T


  1]


d

(3.10)

Spectral radiance curve for a real source with temperature 310K at two different emissivities
is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Spectral radiance curve of a real source with temperature (310K) at two different
emissivities.

where the infrared cameras work at wavelength range of 8-12𝜇𝑚, equation (3.10) was
integrated only within the range of 8-12𝜇𝑚. In this case equation (3.10) was integrated with
in the wavelength range of 8-12𝜇𝑚.
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L   , T      , T 
8

c1
 c
 5 [exp  2
 T


  1]


d

(3.11)

Equation (3.11) gives the total exitance from the surface of the source within the wavelength
range of the camera. Substituting equation (3.11) to (3.4) gives the total radiant flux density
𝑊
𝑚2

𝑠𝑟 𝜇𝑚 that is reaching the surface of the detector.



1
R2

12

  L cos s cosd dAs dAd    , T 
As Ad

8
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c1
 c
 5 [exp  2
 T


  1]


d

(3.12)

3.2 Simulation models
Simulations were carried out to understand the interaction between different radiating objects
within the image. Two models were used in the simulations, spherical and cylindrical shapes.
A brief description of the model creation was discussed in the following sections.

3.2.1 Models
First model is a hemispherical shape, whose coordinates are defined as: [39]
𝑥 = 𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑
𝑦 = 𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
𝑧 = 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
where r is radius of the sphere, 𝜃 is the inclination varied from 0 to π and 𝜑 is the azimuth
angle varied from 0 to π (if varied from 0 to 2 π gives a complete sphere). The axis z is varied
from 0 to r. A model of spherical coordinate system was shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Model of spherical coordinate system.

Next model to be created is a cylinder, whose coordinates are given by
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𝑥 = 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑
𝑦 = 𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑

In this case r is the radius of the cylinder, and 𝜑 (azimuth angle) is varied from 0 to π to
create half cylinder and z is height of the cylinder. A model of cylindrical coordinate system
is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Model of cylindrical coordinate system.
As seen in Figure 3.6, surface of the target is divided into different facets and the radiation
emitted from each facet is calculated in the simulations. A view of the radiation reaching the
surface of the detector from the normal pointing out from each facet is shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: A view of simulation process.
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where 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 are angles between the normal to the surfaces of source and detector to the
line connecting them, R is the distance between surface of the source and detector. The
following equation refers to the radiation flux density from the surface according to the
angles 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 .

1
 2
R

  L cos

12

s

cos  d dAs dAd    , T 

As Ad

8

c1
 c
 5 [exp  2
 T


  1]


d

(3.13)

where, the first term in equation (3.13) includes the angle between differential area of the
detector (𝑑𝐴𝑑 ) to the differential area of the source (𝑑𝐴𝑠 ) and the distance between them
(𝑅 2 ), where the second term includes self emitted spectral radiance from the surface of
source, for the long wave infrared region, depending on their temperatures.

3.2.2 Simulation result
Parameters (temperature and emissivity) used in the simulations are shown in Table 3.1:
Region

Temperature

Emissivity

Face (non fever)

36OC

0.97

Face (fever)

37.5OC

0.97

Body region

36OC

0.72 (clothes)

Heat source

36-42 OC

0.7-0.95

Table 3.1: Parameters used in simulations (temperature and emissivity) for different regions.
Two different images are shown in Figure 3.7. The first one is the radiance image with a
person alone and radiance image of a person in the presence of a heat source as shown in
Figure 3.7b.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Simulated image of a person with temperature (36OC), (b) Simulated image of
a person (36OC) and a heat source (40OC)
It can be observed from Figure 3.7b, that the intensity of the assumed face region is changed
in the presence of heat source. A plot of the Pixel intensity at selected regions from face
regions (blue line) in both images of Figure 3.7 is shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Showing the intensity of the selected pixels from figure (3-10a) (Blue) and the
intensity of the selected pixels from figure (3-10b) (red)
From Figure 3.8, it is clear that the intensity of the pixel regions changes in the presence of
other heat sources within the field of view of camera. In the case of thermograms without
temperature values (colour scale only); it would lead to erroneous results in fever screening
[8].
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CHAPTER 4
4

Algorithm for identification of subjects with fever

4.1 Methodology for automatic fever person identification
This chapter describes the template matching methodology developed to identify face shapes
in the infrared images. It includes object selection, template matching and decision making
process. A block diagram of the algorithm for face recognition and temperature estimation
based on template matching and temperature thresholding is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: A flowchart illustrating the image processing steps implemented to locate human
faces on the 2D thermal images.
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In the following sections an infrared image is used to show the process up to the contour
extraction step.

4.1.1 Thermal image thresholding
A temperarure reference source either internal or external is usually used by all the four types
of thermal imaging systems [13]. This reference source is used as a set point to differentiate
between fever and normal temperatures. An external reference source of 36.5C [11] is used as
a threshold temperature in our experiments (in chapter 5). The reference source used in our
experiments is shown in Figure 4.2. First step during object identification in any image is to
convert it to binary image (black and white), because this step makes it easy to select the
desired objects and to extract their contours [19]. In this case we used the averaged pixel
values of the reference temperature in the image as a threshold to obtain a binary image (pixel
values above the threshold are set to 1 and pixel values below are set to 0). Thresholding
process applied to one of the images obtained by an infrared camera is as shown below:

Figure 4.2: (a) An original 2D thermal image of a person and hot container (b) after applying
image thresholding step.
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As seen in Figure 4.2b, face region and a heat source with pixel values above the threshold
were set to 1 (white). Regions such as shirt and background with the pixel values below the
threshold are set to 0 (black).

4.1.2 Hole filling
The binary image obtained after temperature thresholding has few small black spots within
the face region, as seen in Figure 4.3(a). The presence of black spots might affect the contour
extraction step as we need the whole face region to be one object, the black spots in the face
regions would be considered as holes. As we assumed a circle as a template to match the face
because of the similarity with ellipses (section 4.2), the presence of additional contours
(contours of small holes) might result in a wrong match. Holes in the face region are filled by
converting each 0 pixel value into 1. The action is executed through the MATLAB imfill
command with the typical result shown in Figure 4.3. Face region after filling the holes is
shown in Figure 4.3b.

Figure 4.3: (a) Face region with small holes after applying image thresholding step. (b) Face
region after applying holes filling step.
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4.1.3 Object selection
It can be seen that in Figure 4.3 there are several small objects, which will affect the
automation process. During automatic template matching process the presence of these small
objects might lead to false results (as they are also considered as target objects). To remove
these objects morphological operations can be used [19]. The MATLAB imopen command is
used in this step. It performs morphological opening on the binary image with a structuring
element chosen to a matrix of one‟s [50]. The morphological open operation is erosion
followed by dilation. The steps erosion removes the pixels on object boundaries, whereas the
step dilation adds pixels to the object boundaries based on the size of the structuring element
[40].

Binary image after processing with the morphological open operation is shown in

Figure 4.4b, where there are only two big objects left: face and hot container.

Figure 4.4: (a) The image with remaining small objects other than the face and hot container
after applying hole filling step. (b) The image after applying main objects selection step.
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4.1.4 Contour extraction
Final step is to extract the contours of the objects in the binary image. The MATLAB
contourc command is used in this step. It computes the contour matrix from the matrix
representing the input object. Extracted contours of the objects representing face and heat
source in Figure 4.4(b) are shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Extracted contours after object selection step (a) contour of the heat source (b)
contour of the face.

4.1.4.1 Normalizing the contours
Coordinates representing the contours are normalized prior to the template matching process.
This is done by dividing each coordinate by the omologous coordinate of mean of the contour
that is the centroid of the set of point sampling the contour. This step is needed because the
coordinates of the contours extracted from different regions of the image vary from one to
another. The contours extracted from the images are then used in the next step template
matching.
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4.2 Shape based Template matching
Template used for matching the shapes extracted in the previous steps is a circle. The
rationale behind this choice is the fact that in terms of geometry we want to distinguish face
regions that are approximately oval from other radiating sources that are approximately
rectangular. Since the template is deformed by an affine map, the deformed shape is an
ellipse which is expected to be more similar to a typical face contour than to a reference
rectangular radiator. An outline of the steps involved in template matching process is shown
in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: A flowchart illustrating the steps involved in the process of template matching.
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Let 𝑋 be a set of points 𝑥𝑖 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 representing coordinates of the template that is a set
of samples of the contour describing the template. Similarly let 𝑌 be a set of points 𝑦𝑖
describing the contour of the target object. The integer 𝑁 refers to the number of points of the
template and target objects.
Let
𝑦𝑖 = 𝐴𝑥𝑖
𝐴 = 𝑅𝑆 =

cos 𝜃
sin 𝜃

(4.1)

− sin 𝜃 𝜆1
0
cos 𝜃

0
𝜆2

where 𝜃 ∈ [0,2𝜋) is a rotation angle and 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 are positive stretching parameters.
Therefore 𝑅 and 𝑆 are respectively, a rotation matrix and a symmetric positive definite matrix
whose combined action maps the circle (unreformed template) into an ellipse and rotates it
with respect to the initial reference frame. The (2 × 2) matrix 𝐴 is therefore non-singular
since det 𝐴 = det 𝑅 det 𝑆 = 𝜆1 𝜆2 > 0. This implies that the initial template cannot be
mapped into a shape with null area, and therefore degenerate cases are avoided due to the
properties of the mapping function.
Let
𝜃
𝑧 = 𝜆1
𝜆2
be the collection of parameters that define the linear transformation 𝐴, and let
𝐸: 𝑧 ∈ ℝ3 ↦ 𝐸(𝑧) ∈ ℝ+
be the least square distance between the two point sets defining the deformed template and
the target object
𝐸=

𝑁
𝑖=1 ||𝑦𝑖
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− 𝐴𝑥𝑖 ||2

(4.2)

The objective of the matching is to find the set of parameters 𝑧 ∗ that minimizes 𝐸(𝑧). This
corresponds to the following optimization problem
𝒛∗ = 𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒛 𝑬(𝒛)
(4.3)
which is equivalent to the following root searching problem

 

 z E z*  0

(4.4)

where

∇𝑧 ≔

𝜕
𝜕𝜃
𝜕
𝜕𝜆1
𝜕
𝜕𝜆2

is the gradient, in components form, with respect to the state vector 𝑧. Expanding equation
(4.2) the energy function can be rewritten as:

𝐸=

𝑁
𝑖=1

2𝑦𝑖𝑇 𝑦𝑖 + 2𝑥𝑖𝑇 𝐴𝑇 𝐴𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖𝑇 𝐴𝑇 𝑦𝑖 + 𝑦𝑖𝑇 𝐴𝑥𝑖

(4.5)

where
𝐴𝑇 𝐴 =

𝜆12
0

0
𝜆22

The solution of the minimization problem is found by using the gradient descent method.

4.3 Gradient descent method
Gradient descent method (steepest descent) is a root searching family of algorithms. It is
based on the observation that if the real-valued function 𝐸 𝑧 is continuously differentiable in
a neighbourhood of a point 𝑧, then −∇𝑧 𝐸 𝑧 is the direction of steepest variation of 𝐸(𝑧)
[41]. Formally, let 𝐸 be a scalar valued function satisfying:
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Non negativity: 𝐸 𝑧 ≥ 0 ∀𝑧
Lipschitz continuity of the gradient: ∃𝜅 > 0: ∇𝑧 𝐸 𝑧1 − ∇𝑧 𝐸 𝑧2

≤ 𝜅 𝑧1 − 𝑧2

∀𝑧1 , 𝑧2

A key implication of the properties above is the Descent Lemma that we enunciate below.
For the proof consult for example [42].
Descent Lemma [42]: Let 𝐸 𝑧 be a non negative, Lipschitz continuous scalar function.
Then for every 𝑧 the following relation holds:
𝐸 𝑧 + 𝑧 ≤ 𝐸 𝑧 + 𝑧 𝑇 ∇𝑧 𝐸 𝑧 +

𝜅
𝑧
2

2

Consider the iterative algorithm (gradient descent)
𝑧𝑛+1 = 𝑧𝑛 − 𝛿𝑛 ∇𝑧 𝐸(𝑧𝑛 )

(4.5)

where 𝛿𝑛 > 0 and the integer 𝑛 labels the iteration. The Descent Lemma implies the
convergence of the gradient descent iterator:

Convergence of the gradient descent algorithms [42]: Consider the sequence 𝑧𝑛

∞
𝑛=1

generated by the gradient descent iterator in Equation (4.5). For 0 < 𝛿𝑛 < 2 𝜅 the following
asymptotic convergence result holds
lim ∇𝑧 𝐸 𝑧𝑛 = 0

𝑛→∞

For the proof we remind again to [42]. In view of the convergence of the gradient descent
algorithms it follows that by iteratively updating the set of parameters that define the linear
transformation 𝐴 according to the iterator (4.5) we find a solution of the problem (4.4) that is
a minimum of the distance function 𝐸. Components of the gradient of the const function are
given by

𝜕𝐸
=
𝜕𝑧𝑖

𝑁

2𝑥𝑖𝑇
𝑖=1

𝜕𝐴𝑇 𝐴
𝜕𝐴𝑇
𝜕𝐴
𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖𝑇
𝑦𝑖 + 𝑦𝑖𝑇
𝑥
𝜕𝑧𝑖
𝜕𝑧𝑖
𝜕𝑧𝑖 𝑖

where the first term in the right-hand side is zero for 𝑧𝑖 = 𝜃.
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The convergence of gradient descent algorithms determines also bounds for the updating
step 𝛿𝑛 in terms of the Lipschitz constant 𝜅. In this work we use the step size 0.001. Iterations
are carried out until the difference between two consecutive values of the energy function is
less than a pre-set tolerance (10−6 used here). The converged value for 𝐸 is the minimized
least square distance between the deformed template and the target, and the corresponding set
of parameters 𝑧 ∗ is the minimizer.

4.4 Decision making rule
The converged deformed template obtained from the gradient descent iterations may or may
not correspond to an actual human face. In order to complete the template matching process it
is necessary to decide if the converged value of the least square distance between the
deformed template and the target is representative of the searched feature (human face). The
decision making process is executed by introducing a binary hypothesis test in the NeymanPearson decision making framework.

4.4.1 Hypothesis testing
Let 𝐸 be the converged value of the least square distance between a target contour and the
deformed template. In order to decide if such value corresponds to a face region rather than to
any other radiating object in the field of view we consider a simple binary hypothesis testing
framework. We define the null and the alternative hypotheses to be respectively

𝐻0 : 𝐸 does not correspond to a face region
𝐻1 : 𝐸 corresponds to a face region
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The hypothesis test is carried out in a probabilistic framework by building the two continuous
probability density functions 𝑝0 𝐸 and 𝑝1 𝐸 associated respectively to 𝐻0 and 𝐻1 [43]. The
probability density functions are determined by considering two populations 𝐸

0

and 𝐸

1

of

minimum least square values associated to converged deformed templates, where the
convergence is achieved on known regions that are respectively radiating sources not
corresponding to face regions, and radiating sources corresponding to face regions. Infrared
images [49] used to extract contours to build the two probability density functions are shown
in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Images used in the training database. (a) Faces 𝐸

1

and (b) Non faces 𝐸

0

used

as a training data for the proposed algorithm.

The cardinality of each population is 40, that is, 40 contours for each type were extracted
from the infrared images. Given the populations of minimum least square distances
representing the two hypotheses, the first two statistical parameters were computed for each
population as
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1
𝜇0 =
𝑀0
𝜇1 =

1
𝑀1

𝑀0

𝐸𝑖

0

𝑖=1
𝑀1

𝐸𝑖

1

1
𝜎02 =
𝑀0
𝜎12 =

𝑖=1

1
𝑀1

𝑀0

( 𝐸𝑖

0

− 𝜇0 ) 2

( 𝐸𝑖

1

− 𝜇1 )2

𝑖=1
𝑀1

𝑖=1

where 𝜇0 and 𝜇1 are the mean values of the two populations with standard deviations 𝜎0 and
𝜎1 . By using these parameters the Gaussian approximations of the discrete distributions
associated with the two populations are considered, with corresponding density functions
given by
1
1 𝐸 − 𝜇0
𝑝0 𝐸 =
exp − 2
𝜎0
𝜎0 2𝜋
1
1 𝐸 − 𝜇1
𝑝1 𝐸 =
exp − 2
𝜎1
𝜎1 2𝜋

2

2

Plots of the discrete distributions (normalized histograms) and the corresponding Gaussian
continuous approximations are shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, and the values of the
statistical moments are given in Table 4.1. With the Gaussian approximation the population
of converged minimum least square distances is extended to negative values, and therefore
tales of the continuous distributions belong to the region not included in the original discrete
distributions.
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Figure 4.8: Discrete distribution and continuous Gaussian approximation for the population
𝑬 𝟎 of converged minimum least square distances for non-face regions.

Figure 4.9: Discrete distribution and continuous Gaussian approximation for the
population 𝑬 𝟏 of converged minimum least square distances for the face regions.

Parameter

𝜇0

𝜎0

𝜇1

𝜎1

Value

0.000553

0.000212

0.000234

0.000112

Table 4.1: Resulting parameters of the probability density functions 𝒑𝟎 and 𝒑𝟏 .
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The hypothesis test to select 𝐻1 against 𝐻0 is defined in terms of the log-likelihood ratio
2

2

 E  0   E  1  H1
p
  E   ln 1  E   
 
 H0 
p0


0
1


 

(4.6)

where the threshold 𝛾 is determined by applying the Neyman-Pearson criterion as explained
below.

4.4.1.1 Neyman-Pearson criterion
The threshold 𝛾 is determined by using the Neyman-Pearson criterion, which assigns the
threshold value corresponding to the maximum detection probability achievable for a given
false detection rate [26].
The detection region for the hypothesis 𝐻1 is defined as the set
𝜚1 𝐸, 𝛾 ≔ 𝐸: 𝛬 𝐸 > 𝛾
In the Neyman-Pearson framework the threshold 𝛾 is determined by imposing a constraint on
the false detection rate. The probability of detection and the probability of false detection are
related to the detection region by
PD 



p1  E  dE

(4.6)



p0  E  dE

(4.7)

1( E , )

PF 

1( E , )

The probability of detection and Probability of false alarm values for a certain threshold are
shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: False alarm and detection values for a certain threshold.
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By setting the value of 𝑃𝐹 to the desired false detection rate the threshold is determined by
iteratively solving to convergence the integral equation (4.8) for 𝛾. By introducing the
coefficients (from equation 4.6)
1
1
2− 2
𝜎0 𝜎1
𝜇0 𝜇1
𝑏= 2− 2
𝜎0 𝜎1
𝜇02 𝜇12
𝑐(𝛾) = 2 − 2 − 𝛾
𝜎0 𝜎1
𝑎=

the region of detection can be defined in terms of the roots of the quadratic equation
𝑎E 2 − 2𝑏𝐸 + 𝑐(𝛾) = 0
with roots given by

E    

b  b 2  ac( )
a

(4.8)

Therefore the region of detection can be written as:

𝜚1 𝛾 =

−∞, 𝐸1 ∪ 𝐸2 , ∞ if 𝑎 > 0
𝐸−, 𝐸+

if 𝑎 < 0

In our case, from the values in Table 4.1 we have 𝑎 < 0 and therefore the relation to
determine 𝛾 (probability of false alarm) is given by

PF 

E2 (  )



p0  E  dE

(4.9)

E1 ( )

By setting the probability of false alarm constraint 𝑃𝐹 = 0.05, equation (3.14) is solved using
the bisection method to find 𝛾. The corresponding converged threshold value is 𝛾 = 0.0011 .
Figure 4.11 shows the convergence of the bisection algorithm with tolerance (10−10 ).
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Figure 4.11: Threshold value at different iterations using bisection method
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CHAPTER 5
This chapter presents simulation and experimental results that illustrate the effectiveness of
the algorithm for fever subject‟s identification. Simulated thermal images were created to test
the robustness of the procedure with respect to several critical scenarios, especially those
involving the presence of different radiating sources other than face regions in the field of
view of the camera. Offline implementation of the algorithm with thermal images acquired by
an infrared camera is also shown.

5 Illustration of the algorithm using simulated images
5.1 Objects used in simulations
As a first step to simulate thermal images, different shapes characterizing typical face
features and non-face features were obtained from online infrared image sources [30,44].
Infrared images are then converted into binary images with pixel values 1 (white) and 0
(black). A method to convert RGB images into binary images is described in section (4.1.1)
of chapter (4). Some of the binary shapes used in the simulations are shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Binary images of (a) faces and (b) non faces.
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5.1.1 Image Background
Both face and non face shapes as shown in Figure 5.1 are then used to obtain composite
images with at least two face shapes and one heat source in a single image in order to
simulate scenarios with multiple subjects. This is done by positioning the shapes obtained
previously on a black background with dimension (350 × 450). A total of seventy images
were built with face and non face shapes, and only some of them shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: (a-f) Simulated binary images with face and non face shapes.

5.2 Implementation of the algorithm on simulated images
Different images built in the previous section are used to test the algorithm proposed in
chapter 3. The process of implementation is shown in Figure 5.3.
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thresholding

Contour
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Template
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Figure 5.3: Process of testing proposed algorithm using simulated images.

As seen in Figure 5.3, the process involves different steps to establish the presence of
possible face regions. Steps involved include temperature thresholding, contour extraction,
template matching and Neyman-Pearson testing. The algorithm is processed on all the
simulated images stored in a folder in an iterative manner. It stops and displays the detected
regions (if any) and then goes back to the next image, until all the images are processed.
Details of the implementation and actions of the algorithm in some representative images are
shown in the next section.

5.2.1 Step by step application of the algorithm to a simulated image
Processing of the input image at different stages of the algorithm is presented in this section.
One of the simulated images used as an input to the algorithm is shown in Figure 5.4. As we
can observe in Figure 5.4, only face shapes were used and we did not consider any body
region, this is because the human body region covered with the clothes radiate less than the
face region and can be filtered out from the images through the first step temperature
thresholding. This is shown in Figure 4.2, were it can be clearly seen that the body region
(with less radiation) is filtered out from the image after temperature thresholding step.
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Figure 5.4: Binary image with four objects (a-d).

Contour extraction
Contours representing shapes of the objects (a-d) in Figure 5.4 are extracted in this step. The
process of contour extraction is explained in detail in section (4.1.4). Contours obtained in
this step are shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Contours of the objects (a-d) in Figure 5.4.
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Template matching
In this step a template (circle) is deformed to match (in the sense of minimizing a suitable
least square distance, see Chapter 4) the contours extracted in previous step. Template
matching is explained in detail in section (4.2). Template converged to best fit contours (a-d)
in Figure 5.5 and the converged values of the least square distances are shown in Table 5.1.
Converged values obtained are then processed using the log likelihood ratio as in equation
(4.6), which is designed to distinguish between face and non face shapes within the NeymanPearson decision making criterion. Recalling equation (4.6):

2

2

 E  1   E  0 
E  
 
 
 1    0 

(5.1)

where parameters 𝜇1 , 𝜇0 , 𝜎1 and 𝜎0 are given in Table 4.1 and the threshold value is 𝛾 =
0.0011, (see Figure 4.10). Values of the converged least square distances 𝐸 corresponding to
the contours in Figure 5.5 are given in Table 5.1

Converged
template

Converged
value

3.10× 10−4

3.98 × 10−4

4.02× 10−4

4.17× 10−5

Λ(𝐸)

0.8551

-1.5957

-1.7282

-3.1166

Table 5.1: The template (red “*”) converged with the contours of objects (a-d) (black “*”),
and the corresponding converged and ( E ) values are also shown.
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As shown in Table 5.1 the value of Λ(𝐸)corresponding to the contour of the face is above the
threshold value (0.0011) and values of the log-likelihood ratio Λ(𝐸) of the non face contours
(b-d) are below the threshold. The face region with fever is correctly recognized from the
input image and is displayed as the output using the algorithm as shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: The detected face region.

It can be observed that the pixel values corresponding to the face regions with normal
temperatures and the background are filtered in the first step, leaving face regions with fever
and other non-face regions to the next step, which is dedicated to geometric recognition. In
the following sections results of the template matching and testing steps corresponding to the
different face shapes and non-face shapes extracted from simulated images are presented.

5.3 Template matching from several extracted contours
Converged deformed shapes resulting from template matching of all the face shapes with and
non-face shapes extracted from the simulated images from Figure 5.2 are shown in Figure 5.7
and Figure 5.8, respectively. In the following figures, converged deformed templates are
represented by red points and face and non-face contours extracted from images are
represented by black points.
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Figure 5.7: (a-j) Template (red) converged with the face shapes (black).

Figure 5.8: (a-i) Template (red) converged with the non-face shapes (black).

Converged minimum least square values and corresponding likelihood ratios corresponding
to all the shapes in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 are given in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3.
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Face shapes

Converged

Non face

Converged

value

shapes

value

a

2.16× 10−4

b

1.37 × 10−4

a

4.12× 10−4

c

3.89 × 10−4

b

3.39 × 10−4

d

3.09 × 10−4

c

3.63 × 10−4

e

2.66× 10−4

d

3.84 × 10−4

f

2.11× 10−5
1.62× 10

e

3.93× 10−4

g

−4

h

3.83× 10

−4

f

4.01× 10−5

i

2.95× 10−4

g

4.23× 10−4

j

2.01× 10−4

h

4.60× 10−4

(a)

(b)

Table 5.2: Converged values corresponding to the (a) face shapes and (b) non face shapes.
Likelihood
ratios
Λ(𝐸)

Non face

a

Likelihood
ratios
Λ(𝐸)
2.4909

b

3.0810

a

-2.0676

c

-1.3042

b

0.1457

d

0.8779

c

-1.5144

e

1.7471

d

-1.1463

f

2.5495

e

-1.4326

g

2.9718

h

-1.1307

f

-1.6949

i

1.1842

g

-2.4541

j

2.6581

h

-3.8563

Face shapes

shapes

(a)

(b)

Table 5.3: Likelihood ratios corresponding to the (a) face shapes and (b) non-face shapes.
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5.4 Statistical assessment using simulated images
In order to obtain some global indicator of the performance of the algorithm for face
recognition we calculated the frequencies of occurrence of the following quantities on the
population of seventy simulated images:


False detection: The number of non-face shapes falsely detected as face shapes with
fever temperatures.



Detection: The number of face shapes with fever temperature correctly detected.



Miss detection: The number of face shapes with fever not detected.



Correct rejection: The number of non-face shapes correctly rejected.

The log-likelihood values for all the face and non-face shapes above threshold temperature
extracted from 70 simulated images are plotted in Figure 5.9. The values corresponding to the
face shapes are represented by red points while the values corresponding to non-face shapes
are represented by green points. Blue line in the same figure represents the threshold
value 𝛾 = 0.0011. The four parameters considered above correspond, respectively, to a green
point above the threshold (False detection), a red point above the threshold (Detection), a red
point below the threshold (Miss Detection), and a green point below the threshold (Correct
rejection).
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Figure 5.9: Log-likelihood values of face shapes (red dots) and non-face shapes (green dots).
Blue line is the threshold value (0.0011).

Corresponding frequencies are listed in Table 5.4.

Frequency

False detection

Detection

Miss detection

Correct rejection

0.20

0.82

0.18

0.80

Table 5.4: Frequencies of the four probabilistic indicators.

As expected, Detection and Miss detection are complementary with respect to 1, as it is the
case for the pair False Detection and Correct rejection. The probability of False detection set
to build the threshold is 0.05, corresponding to a probability of detection of 0.85. The
discrepancy between frequency and probability is due to the fact that frequency values
become good representation of probabilities when the size of the population is sufficiently
large. Moreover, to compute the threshold the discrete distributions of converged minimum
least square distances were replaced by Gaussian distributions with the same moments, which
introduce an additional approximation.
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5.5 Illustration of the algorithm on images acquired with an infrared
camera
In this section we show results obtained on images acquired with an infrared camera.
Experimental scenarios are designed based on few cases of simulated images. The following
sections include experimental procedure, image capturing, processing and comparison of the
results with the simulation results was discussed.

5.5.1 Objects used
Animated and not animated objects used in the experiments and the range of their respective
temperatures are given in Table 5.5

Objects

Temperature

Normal person

33-36 OC

Emulation of fever

37-40 OC

Rectangular

37-42 OC

containers
Square containers

37-42 OC

Reference

36.5 OC

temperature

Table 5.5: Objects used in experiments and their temperatures.

Experiments were carried out in a closed room with ambient temperature of 26 OC. The
scanner used was handheld thermal camera WAHL HSI3000 system, focal length from the
subject to the scanner was 2-4 m. The detector used is an advanced high resolution(160 ×
120) with 19,200 pixels and with a thermal sensitivity of 0.1℃ at 23℃. Spectral range of the
scanner is between 8 to 14µm, with a measurement accuracy of ±2% real time reading.
Thermal scanner and the objects used in the experiments are shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Objects used in the experiments. (b) Infrared camera used in experiments.
An quasi-elliptical shaped container with water at different fever range temperatures as given
in table is used to emulate a face with fever. Rectangular and square shaped containers are
used as the radiating sources (reflecting the non-face shapes). Objects shown in Figure 5.10a
are filled with water at desired temperatures (as shown in Table 5.5). Temperature of the
water is constantly monitored using a thermometer to check if they vary from the desired
temperatures. Figure 5.10b shows the hand held thermal camera used in the experiment.

5.5.2 Reference temperature
A small container as shown in Figure 5.10a maintained with water maintained at temperature
36.5 OC [11] is used as a reference temperature. The reference temperature is used as a
discriminate between the normal and fever temperatures. This helps us further in temperature
thresholding step (shown in section 4.1.1) to filter the objects in images which are less than
the threshold temperature.
Different combinations of temperatures and heat sources are used in experiments to obtain
images (similar to some simulated images in section 5.1). An outline of the set of
combinations used for the experiments is shown in Table (5-6).
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5.5.3 Experimental scenarios
Ten different combinations of objects are used in the experiments as outlined in Table 5.6.
The experimental include few scenarios without any radiating heat sources, i.e. only human
with normal temperature and emulated fever object. Other scenarios include more than one
radiating heat sources with different temperatures as shown in Table 5.6 (#7, 8, 9, and 10).

Image #1
Normal individual

Image #7
35 OC

Normal

35 OC

Fever

38 OC

Rectangular
containers
Square container

37 & 42 OC

Image #2
37 OC

Fever
Image #3
Normal

35 OC

Fever

38OC

Image #8

Image #4
Normal

35 OC

Fever

40 OC
35 OC

Fever

37 OC

Rectangular

39 OC

Normal

35 OC

Fever

38 OC

Rectangular
containers

37, 39 & 42 OC
Image #9

Image #5
Normal

35 OC

Normal

35 OC

Fever

40OC

Rectangular
37, 38, 40, 42OC
containers
Image #10

Image #6

Normal

35 OC

Normal

35 OC

Fever

40 OC

Fever

38OC

38, 40 & 42OC

Rectangular
container

42OC

Rectangular
containers
Square container

40 OC

Table 5.6: Outline of the experimental scenarios.

Experimental images obtained using infrared camera (Palmer Wahl) for the scenarios
outlined in Table 5.6 are shown in the following section.
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5.5.4 Experimental images acquired with the infrared camera
Images obtained for the combinations in Table 5.6 are as follows:

Figure 5.11: Thermal images obtained through experiments.

5.5.5 Experimental results and discussion
5.5.5.1 Testing the algorithm on image #8 in figure (5-11)
Processing one of the experimental image (#8) in Figure 5.11 (similar simulation image is
shown in Figure 5.4) with detailed explanation of different stages of the algorithm is
presented in this section with illustration purposes. The same procedure is applied to the other
images and overall results are shown below.

Figure 5.12: Thermal image showing normal person (without fever), oval region representing
a face with fever, reference temperature and other radiating heat sources.
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Temperature thresholding
Temperature thresholding is done by setting as threshold the average pixel intensity value
corresponding to the temperature of the reference source, and by filtering the objects in the
image with pixel intensity values less than the threshold. In this step the pixel values in the
image less than the threshold are assigned 0(black) and values above are assigned 1(white).
Image after temperature thresholding is shown in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13: Thermal image after temperature thresholding.
Contour extraction
Contours representing shapes of the objects in Figure 5.13 will be extracted. The process of
contour extraction is explained in detail in section (4.1.4). Contours obtained in this step are
shown in Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14: Contours of the objects in Figure 5-15.
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Template matching
In this step a reference template (circle) is deformed to match (minimize the least square
distance as explained in Chapter 4) the extracted contours. Template matching step is
explained in detail in section (4.2). Converged deformed shapes in Figure 5.14 with the
corresponding minimum least square distances and log-likelihood ratios reported in Table
5.7.

Converged
template

Converged value
Log-Likelihood
ratio

3.9307× 10−5

5.3447 × 10−4

5.8806× 10−4

4.7335× 10−4

2.8197

-6.9391

-9.4855

-4.2622

Table 5.7: Converged deformed template (red points) matching the contours of objects in
Figure 5.14, and corresponding minimum least square distances and log-likelihood ratios.

As shown in Table 5.7 the log-likelihood ratio value corresponding to the contour of the face
is above the threshold value (0.0011) and log-likelihood ratios of the non-face contours are
below the threshold. The object representing a human face with fever is correctly recognized
from the input image and is displayed as the output of the algorithm as shown in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15: Showing the detected face region with fever.
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5.5.5.2 Testing the algorithm on image #9 in figure (5-11)
We illustrate the algorithm by testing it on another image. The steps are the same as above.
Input image

Figure 5.16: Input image #9
Template matching

Converged
template

Converged
value

6.2036× 10−4

4.8684 × 10−4

4.0177 × 10−5

4.9935× 10−4

4.6524×
10−4

LogLikelihood
ratio

-11.7294

-4.6797

2.8254

-5.1086

-3.8563

Table 5.8: Converged deformed template (red dots) matching the contours of objects in
Figure 5.16, and the corresponding minimum least square distances and log-likelihood ratios.
Output

Figure 5.17: Output of the algorithm for the input image #9.
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5.5.5.3 Testing the algorithm on image #10 in figure (5-11)
Input image

Figure 5.18: Input image #10
Template matching

Converged
template

Converged
value
LogLikelihood
ratio

6.5116× 10−4

2.5608 × 10−4

4.1173 × 10−5

4.2842× 10−4

4.8371× 10−4

-13.5328

2.0164

2.8336

-2.3474

-4.6797

Table 5.9: Converged deformed template (red dots) matching the contours of objects in
Figure 5.18, and the corresponding minimum least square distances and log-likelihood ratios.
Output:

Figure 5.19: Output of the algorithm for the input image #9.
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The output of image #10 in Figure 5.19 is the illustration of a case of false detection, in which
a radiating non-face source was wrongly identified as a face region with fever. The heat
source falsely detected is a square shaped object. It can be observed from the simulations that
the converged values in the case of square shaped objects is often proximal to the
threshold(table 6-4b (g)) and therefore changes in their shapes as for example curved corners
can lead to converged least square distances that are wrongly associated with ovals by the
algorithm.
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Chapter 6
6 Conclusions and Future work
6.1 Overall Conclusions

The focus of this thesis was to develop an algorithm to automatically identify face regions
with fever temperatures from infrared images. The developed algorithm was first tested on a
training data constituted of 40 face and 40 non-face shapes to obtain probability distributions
representing the two cases. The probability distributions are used to obtain the threshold from
Neyman-Pearson based hypothesis testing. The threshold was determined for 5% false
detection rate, corresponding to 85% probability of detection.
Using the obtained threshold value the algorithm was illustrated through testing with 70
simulated images and with 10 images acquired by an infrared camera. Simulated and
experimental conditions reproduced several relevant scenarios characterizing crowded places.
Frequencies of detection and false alarm rates were calculated by testing the algorithm on 70
simulated images, where we obtained a detection rate of 82% and false alarm rate of 20%.

6.2 Future work
One of the important step in the proposed algorithm is the decision making process, where we
used 40 face and 40 non-face shapes to obtain a threshold value, to be used in the
implementation of Neyman-Pearson based hypothesis testing. The threshold value obtained
using the small number of database may not be reliable. Therefore increasing the number of
face and non-face shapes in the training database is a key consideration for the future work.
The key motivation of this work is to achieve accurate detection of fever subjects during
mass screening of moving people. As a first step towards the goal we illustrated the proposed
algorithm using simulated and experimental images which reproduced several relevant
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scenarios of crowded places. The testing of the simulated and experimental images was
carried out offline, and also the fever persons are not involved in our experiments (instead an
emulation of fever person was used). Feature testing of the algorithm will involve the
inclusion of more shapes in the training database to obtain the threshold value, and to test the
algorithm with experiments involving more subjects (with fever, non-fever and external
radiators).

6.2.1 Experimental considerations
A preliminary experiment setup was discussed in this thesis, however there are certain factors
that can be considered to improve the proposed setup such as:


Increasing the number of persons (with fever and normal temperatures),



Increasing the number of heat sources.



Using a temperature controlled reference plate (reference temperature).

6.2.1.1 Type of infrared camera
The type of camera used in this thesis is a handheld infrared camera. One of its main
drawbacks is the unstable field of view, due to which the position of the reference plate
within the images changes regularly. To address this issue, infrared camera mounted at a
fixed position is recommended for future experiments.
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